ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
s the American economy goes through periods of expansion and contraction it becomes necessary for the depository institutions, to control their costs, while managing their assets most effectively. American depository institutions include commercial banks, credit unions, savings institutions, and savings & loan institutions. Financial institutions must be able to effectively manage their exposure to various types of risks, including interest rate risk, credit, default, and other risks. The fluctuation in an uncertain future presents an opportunity for financial institutions to implement strategies for selecting an appropriate asset allocation plan. While short term variations in the interest rates within a year are fairly predictable, longer-term variations involve higher uncertainties. Many business and consumer loan commitments, involving real estate, can extend out several years up to 30 years.
The American economy has matured beyond the 1800's cycles of rapid booms and busts. With a rather successful implementation of the control of the money supply and the creation of a Federal Funds rate, the discount rate, and reserve requirement, the Federal Reserve System has been able to smooth out the business cycles. This has created an environment in which both businesses and consumers are more comfortable and able to take on more debt that will become burdensome during deflationary times (Miller and VanHoose, 2004) . It has also allowed financial institutions to focus more on controlling credit and default risk. An optimal portfolio selection, including an appropriate mixture of loan commitments, will be the focus of this paper. Theoretical modeling, data collection, and examination of the model will also follow.
During the period of 2001-2003, the Federal Funds rate was decreased very rapidly enabling depository institutions to lend at lower cost. However this new debt-allocation strategy has reversed itself because since the mid 2004, the Federal Funds rate has increased, posing an interest rate problem for these institutions. This problem, interest rate risk, develops through changes in the market value of the banks' financial instruments due to changes in the interest rates (Miller, 2004) .
The Research Questions
The research questions here are: 1.
What portfolio structure in a variable interest-rate environment is proven to be most profitable? 2.
What are the most appropriate products that modern banks must provide to their customers? 3.
How is the task of risk management implemented by some successful banks?
A STRATEGY MAP AND EVALUATION OF A COMPANY (BANK)
The following is a strategy map, suggested by Atkinson et al (2004) , which provides a visual exhibition of the linkages in the four perspectives of the Balanced Scorecard. 
Connecting the Four Perspectives
A bank's main value, given the quality and liquidity of its assets, is mainly determined by the following accounting identity (Kasper, 1997) :
Where, A = total assets, L = total liabilities, E = owner's equity
Intrinsic Value
The price of a stock that one is willing to pay is considered as the current value that equated some future payoff = P t (which is also the price per share at the end of period t) P 0 (1+k) = E (Div 1 ) + E (P 1 )
Then:
where:
P 0 = the present value of the expected payoff, and k = the market capitalization rate Also:
The first term is the expected dividend yield, and the second term is the expected rate of price appreciation. Therefore the $ return from an investment of P 0 at rate k is:
Example: What is the fair current price of a stock with an expected dividend per share of $5, an expected price of $110 at the end of the first period, and an annual market capitalization rate of 15%?
Intrinsic values of a stock at the beginning of the year 1
Plugging (6) into (3):
That implies that the intrinsic value today is equal to the discounted sum of the first two years= dividends plus the discounted terminal value at the end of year 2.
A PRACTICAL DECISION MAKING ENTAILING UNCERTAINTY & RISK
One of the challenges that must be successfully met by bank managers is the selection of most appropriate assets (loans, securities, etc.), when the future is uncertain. However, maintaining the historical records, would help the manger come up with smartest, yet not surest, decisions. In the following table, assume that three groups of assets, say A, B, and C are identified (from the bank's historical records) to render the indicated rates of returns along with their corresponding (calculated) probabilities. Then the following general statistical formula for expected value of X is applied (Miller and Pulsinelli, 1989 ):
Expected Value of X = E(X) = X 1 . P 1 + X 2 . P 2 + ……+ X n . P n where, X could be the value of a loan or a composite investment, with all possible outcomes of X 1 with a probability of P 1 , X 2 with a probability of P 2 , ……, and X n with a probability of P n . In the above table, while the bank's logical choice between the three asset groups of A, B, and C is not C, some bank managers may prefer investment in assets of group A more appealing than those of group B due to the group A's tighter gap between its best and worst possible outcomes, where the risk and the extent of variations is more limited. However, based on the expected rate of return, as the only criterion, both A and B groups would be identical.
One question that a good banker may have is how to calculate the aforementioned probabilities. Those are easily calculated from the bank's recorded historical data. As an example, one may consider 5-10 years of data on, e.g., loans. Focus on all loans which were granted at 10% rate of interest, and then take the number of those loans granted at all other alternative rates. Then, the following ratio will serve the purpose:
The probability of loans rendering a 10% rate of return = (The number of loans granted @ 10%) (The number of loans granted @ all other alternative rates)
That would be true under the following assumptions:

All the loans included in the above calculation were good loans.
The values and amounts of loans could be either taken equal across all loans or one may just consider similar loan amount brackets, e.g., $50,000 -$60,000 bracket, as well as other brackets.
Valuing a Depository Institution's Assets
The valuation of a depository institution's assets is commonly done in the following two ways, leading to often a wide difference (Atkinson, Kaplan, and Young, (2004):
Market value accounting
An accounting procedure in which a depository institution (or its regulator) values its assets in terms of the approximately current (secondary market) prices, at which those assets would currently sell
Historical Value Accounting
A traditional accounting procedure in which a depository institution's assets are always valued at their original values not the current market prices.
When interest rates change, many banks find themselves in a vulnerable condition, especially if the rates go up too much. One reason for that is the fact that what keeps a bank in business is primarily the difference between its interest earnings (on loans or bonds and securities) and its interest expenses (on deposits). If a bank has already invested a big part of its portfolio in long-term (20-30 year fixed) low-interest loans, the increasing interest rates under the competitive conditions, would force the bank to offer higher interest rates on deposits. That would be a recipe for bank's diminishing profits or increasing losses, especially if the interest-rate upward movement continues for some rather long time. This was a clear reason for the insolvency of a great number of U.S. banks and depository institutions in the 1980s.
PORTFOLIO STRUCTURE DECISIONS
Financial institutions have long used models as a means of reducing their exposure to risk. Whether the size of the financial institution assets is small, mid-sized, or large, the ability to minimize interest rate risk through portfolio management and the use of derivatives has become very demanding. The most common methods of addressing interest rate exposure include maturity gap analysis and repricing schedules with most banks and the use of interest rate swaps and other derivatives with primarily larger banks (Saunders and Cornett, 2003 and Basel, 2003) . With the use of the later, Financial Institution's are increasing exposing themselves to other risks, including credit and market risk.
In various periods of banking history, the use of variable rate loans have been replaced by fixed rate loans as interest rates change (Santomero, 1983) . For Financial Institution's their income, or cash flows, as well as many underlying assets are tied to interest rates. Their portfolio of assets and liabilities are all sensitive to interest rate changes. Assets could include T-Bills, T-notes, short-term consumer loans, and variable rate mortgages. Liabilities could include short-term CD's, time deposits, and short-term commercial paper. The shorter the terms of the assets or liabilities, the more interest rate sensitive these balance sheet items are. The wide availability of these assets and liabilities does not make the Financial Institution's function of portfolio mixture simple, focusing on short term instruments leaves the FI susceptible to interest rate risk. While focusing on long term instruments can create devastating effects inn rapid interest rate changes.
With gap analysis, much attention is paid to a dynamic portfolio mixture including Variable Rate Liabilities (VRLs) and Variable Rate Assets (VRAs). To insure duration matching, where duration is the average life of an asset or liability, weighted or otherwise (Saunders and Cornett, 2003) , banks also include Fixed Rate Liabilities (FRLs) and Fixed Rate Assets (FRAs). The purpose of duration matching allows bank to begin to safeguard themselves against movements in interest rates. The maturity gap, which is the weighted-average maturity of the Financial Institution's assets and liabilities (Saunders and Cornett, 2003) , can be written as (M A -M L ), i.e., the weighted-average maturity of the assets (M A ) minus its liability counterpart (M L ). Most banks hold asset with durations longer than their liabilities (Saunders and Cornett, 2003) . In effect they are lending at longer terms than the terms of their investments. In this case a rise in the interest rate will result in a reduction in the present value of the financial institution's assets. The longer the duration of their assets, or M A -M L >0 , the stronger will be the balance sheet effects.
Banks also deploy the use of re-pricing variable rate assets and liabilities to ensure they have an accurate understanding of their exposure to interest rate risk. The Basel Committee, an international body that is working on standardizing banking practices throughout the world to ensure accountability and accuracy of information, recommends that policy makers of financial institutions be made aware of their exposure through simple and complex models of re-pricing (Basel, 2003). Re-pricing can include variable-rate assets and liabilities being marked to market, as frequently as their data will allow them. Marked to market is the repricing of an asset or liability as the cash flows of the underlying asset changes with interest rates. Repricing the schedules of a banks assets and liabilities and adjustments in maturities historically have been the methods banks have used to control interest rate risk.
However, over the last twenty years an increasingly popular method of interest rate control has been the use of derivatives, such as interest rate swaps. One example of a interest rate swap is a bank exchanging one set of cash flow for another set of cash flow. For instance, a bank heavy with variable-rate assets (VRAs) can exchange the cash flows of a bank that is heavy in fixed-rate assets (FRAs), also known as a vanilla swap. This exchange allows banks to alter their income streams, without changing the value of their portfolio. Larger banks are increasingly using derivatives to counter the effect of interest rate risks, leaving them more exposed to credit risk. This ability to undertake the heavy use of derivatives arrives from the ability to employ a staff to accomplish successful derivative trading and brokering. The majority of banks failures are the result of credit risk and becoming a concern of regulators (Simons, 1995).
Non-systematic or idiosyncratic risk can be defined as those that can be minimized and possibly eliminated through an appropriate portfolio structure. These risks can appear within certain financial instruments. In the case of lending, a financial institution has the ability to control non-systematic risks such as price risk and credit risk of their customer through the underwriters. In addition, the ability to prepare for non-systematic risks using diversification can ensure that when an event occurs, such as a natural disaster or an international banking crisis, liquidity can be ensured. Diversification or the process of holding a variety of financial instruments whose price movements are not correlated is descriptive to non-systemic risk. In the process of minimizing both non-systematic risks some amount of profit is foregone, as capital is restricted from being leveraged through the use of loans (Saunders and Cornett, 2003) . Systematic risk or market risk can be defined as risks that cannot be eliminated nor can the time of the event be predicted. As such, this risk cannot be reduced or eliminated through a process of diversification (Miller and VanHoose, 2004) .
SUCCESSFUL IMPLEMENTATION OF INTEREST RATE RISK MANAGEMENT
Banks across asset classes consistently have maturity gaps and levels of liquidity that appear to be the same proportions (Simons, 1995) . In an empirical study that was done in 1995 gathering data from the Quarterly Call Report, Simon found that large banks used derivatives much more than smaller banks. Simon also found that the asset-liability mixes as well as duration gaps seem to be consistent as well, which may lead to a conclusion that duration gap and the proper mix of assets and liabilities are fundamentally important for banks to minimize interest rate risk.
Under the Basel accord (2003), it is recommended that banks begin to have portfolio mixes that allow them to absorb more of an interest rate shock. In the United States, we have had numerous occasions of shocks from the 9-11 terrorist attacks and numerous costly hurricanes which could result in unexpected interest rate changes and shocks. The recommendation of Basel is that portfolios have an adequate mixture of durations among their fixed and variable rate assets and liabilities. This would allow financial institutions to have additional capital available through highly liquid investments. Doing so would prevent the most catastrophic event financial institutions fear and that is a run on a bank, in which depositors seek to withdraw their deposits faster than financial institution's liquidity can provide.
In regards to the use of derivatives, the additional risk that are involved make these tools more interesting for larger financial institutions if they are open to such risks. Smaller and mid-sized financial institutions often do not have the staff to perform such functions. Focusing on ensuring a bank will not experience a run on the bank, and maintaining an appropriate portfolio of assets and liabilities will prove to be successful for these institutions. Moreover, derivative usage allows them to maintain capital requirements while altering portfolio duration through swaps. Having a portfolio mixture where VRAs>VRLs will allow a bank to absorb increases in interest rates by replacing the lower-rate with higher-rate assets. Their balance sheets will be favorably affected, however in similar proportions. FRAs and FRLs optimally would have a parallel shift on the balance sheet when interest rate changes (Saunders and Cornett, 2003) . In the following all-scenario cases, proposed by the authors and mainly based on Miller and VanHoose (2004) , this concept will be clearer.
Asset-Liability Management Strategies:
In this section, a strategic financial management for a typical bank is analyzed to illustrate how a bank manager may overcome the uncertainty involved in varying interest rates. Briefly, the following issues should be discussed and understood: VRA total assets VRL total liabilities  (Example 2)-The Positive-Funds Gap: Now, let's take a case, in which the economy is not heading for a recession, and it is expected that interest rates will go up. In this case, a positive-funds gap strategy would be necessary, which is summarized below: Short term loan policy changes can easily affect a financial institution's portfolio mix; it is the long term assets and liabilities that become the concern. In addition, these short-term loans and instruments provide the greatest cash flow in and out of the balance sheet.
PRODUCT OFFERINGS OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
Modern banking activities are adjusted to the modern needs of their customers. In this section a summary of a typical American modern bank's products and services is presented: Banks find themselves in very difficult situations as customers begin to look at competitive rates of investments. The increasing ease of Internet banking removes geographical walls as customers have their bills and deposits automatically deposited. The ability of the consumer to experience digital banking creates new opportunities for bricks and mortar banks to provide services at little or no cost to the customer. Investing in human capital remains important for these institutions, because an unpleasant experience may cause a customer to move their deposits from Banks A to Bank B. The ability of banks to maintain deposits will ensure they will have capital to leverage through the use of loans. As commercial banks merge with investment banks and integrate higher profit margin products to customers as a means to decrease costs, customers will the affected. Customers begin to see prices and fee reduced as banks compete increasingly on their more profitable products and the internet will increase that process. As this occurs banks will need to ensure that their relationships with their customers remain on good terms (Carlson and Perli, 2001 ).
Another era, in which modern banks have found themselves very profitable has been through the interest rate declines in the first years of the 21 st century. As consumers and business's worked to consolidate debt and refinance existing debt to take advantage of low interest rates, banks profited from the associated fees they charge for these services (Carlson and Perli, 2001 ). In the same article, Carlson and Perli discuss that the declining interest rates and the ability of borrowers to decrease payments and avoid late payments and defaults, perhaps helped a declining economic environment from worsening. This increase in profits for commercial banks, generated by fees, is an attractive alternative ways of generating revenue. Fees on many general banking services have already become part of the standard banking packages. These include: online banking, mailed statements, notary and other signature guarantee services, as well as others, which are recently provided freely to customers due to market competitive pressures.
Lowering costs through services such as Check Clearing for the 21 st Century Act (Check 21) can be one way for banks and retailers to reduce costs (Institute of Management & Administration, 2004) . A change in Federal law has allowed banks that process check to electronically submit them to the crediting banks. This in turn reduces the cost of insuring checks and transporting checks. While this service is only a year old, large banks are beginning to find that it enables them to receive their money even quicker and at lower costs. For the person writing the check, the scanned copy of the check is a legal copy that can be used to dispute false claims against their accounts.
Commercially, banks would want to offer customers the ability to decrease their costs. For example, the process of direct depositing payroll checks has allowed a reduction in both employment and transportation costs. For individual patrons of banks, the continued availability of automatic payment of bills, online banking, and investments with competitive interest rates will continue to be their focus. As more and more banks begin to offer financial services, the trend towards a separate place for investment, banking, and insurance needs begin to change. Regardless, the trends remain toward offering customers additional services under one roof. The growth in this area will continue to be distinguished between the smaller and the larger banks (Carlson and Perli, 2001 ).
CONCLUSION & SUMMARY
In this research, modern banking in a competitive environment is analyzed. Modern banking operations would involve dynamic strategic planning, in which a clear mission is declared, various strategies are formulated, and certain objectives and goals are placed in order.
The growing competitive conditions, both inside and outside the banking industry, have influenced the banks' investment in diverse assets and adoption of various forms of liabilities, which will be discussed here. Risk analysis, risk management, and operations under uncertainties would put a bank's survival and/or failure under a critical observation. This research has hopefully provided a practical manual on bank investment under uncertain conditions, in which various kinds of risk are involved. It has addressed the following three questions:
